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Optimizing costs with 
customized promo graphics

How Amagi STORM platform localized graphics, and generated targeted 
marketing opportunities for HomeShop18
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About HomeShop18
Homeshop18 is India’s largest virtual shopping channel, owned by Network18 group. The company also has a web 
portal and a mobile app that help Indian shoppers choose products from the convenience of their homes. Homeshop18 
has a wide range of clothing, lifestyle, and appliances with a choice of 1500+ international and Indian brands on board. 

As one of the pioneers of virtual shopping in India, Homeshop18 has an extensive reach, and their products can be 
shipped to more than 3000 locations throughout India. 
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Business requirements
Homeshop18 was being delivered to five regions across 
India, with a single contact number. The call-center 
set-up by the channel had to start each call by asking 
their customers to confirm the location. Without this 
information, it would have been difficult to determine 
the region-wise sales distribution. The existing process 
was cumbersome, and resulted in varying levels of 
customer satisfaction. 

Additionally, Homeshop18 wanted the ability to 
customize product displays, and offers to create more 
targeted campaigns. This would have also enabled 
them to run seasonal campaigns, applicable only to 
specific regions, without disclosing the offers to other 
regions. 

The challenge
In a traditional satellite or fiber set-up, Homeshop18 would have required setting up separate feeds for each headend 
to localize calling numbers and other graphics. Running separate feeds could have resulted in inflated costs, and 
extremely complicated workflow. 

Fine-tuning MSO distribution 
strategy with data-driven 

decisions

Obtaining demographic data 
without asking the customers, 

thereby improving shopping 
experience

Executing seasonal, and targeted 
marketing campaigns to boost 

sales at MSO level 

Data driven  
operations

Customer  
delight

Targeted  
promotions
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Amagi set up STORM, an intelligent IRD at each station affiliate. 
Graphics to be displayed at the headend were sent through cloud 
to the IRD in advance. Homeshop18 team could remotely play 
graphics using the web interface, in real-time, or program them to be 
played as per schedule. 

Custom
Graphics

Amagi Cloud

IRDs receive custom
graphics through internet

IRDs receive custom
graphics through internet

IRDs receive custom
graphics through internet
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STORM system architecture

AMAGI CLOUD
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STORM graphics insertion
Localized graphics transported to STORM IRDs
Using internet, all customized calling numbers were 
uploaded to Amagi cloud using the web UI. From cloud, 
the graphics and playlists were downloaded to the 
STORM IRD using a CVBS connection.

Remotely operating graphics for each MSO
Homeshop18 team accessed the IRDs using the web 
interface, and scheduled the graphics in advance or 
triggered them real-time using the web controls. 

Composite output from STORM for further distribution 
Once the satellite feed was received by the IRD, and 
graphics were inserted either by schedule or by manual 
controls, a composite output was sent from the IRD for 
further distribution. 

Uploading graphics and  
playlist using the web UI
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Benefits for HomeShop18

Measure performance 

The cloud advantage

Automated graphic  
customization

Future revenue opportunity

Optimize performance of each 
headend by diverting calls to 
specific phone numbers 

• Central management 
through web UI

• Flexible workflows to 
support geographically 
distributed vendors/teams

Automated and frame-accurate 
graphics masking using 
patented technology 

• Seasonal campaigns 
targeted at MSO level 

• Customized promotions at 
each MSO 
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Customized tele-calling number and  
promo graphics for future customization requirement 



Automated graphic  
customization
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